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Abstract: Various thermal prediction methods and tools for conceptual building design have been rapidly 

developed in the past decades. However, most of these methods have some drawbacks to obsess their 

applications, such as heavily relying on very detailed information of building envelope components, and 

their thermal conductivity data with complicated computation models or formulas; and difficulties for 

architects to understand and judge the outcomes of such predictions in a conceptual design. Therefore, this 

research targets on developing a simplified method to predict the integrated thermal performance of a 

building with simplified envelope parameters and hourly free-running temperatures in the conceptual 

design stage. It categorizes the scattered design parameters into three combined thermal characteristic 

indexes and applies a serials of corresponding quasi-steady calculation methods for building thermal 

processes to predict hourly free-running temperatures. The interrelationships between these three combined 

indexes and two overall thermal performance indicators are verified via a sensitivity analysis, and are 

presented in two charts, which can easily be adopted in a conceptual building design. This method has been 

validated in an experimental case study. It can help architects to quickly find the thermal design 

performance of a designed building in the conceptual design stage. 

Key Words: envelope thermal design, free-running temperature, conceptual design, overall thermal 

performance prediction 
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Nomenclature 
Gto total solar heat-gain index, W 
Kto total heat-loss index, W/K 
Sto total effective heat-capacity index, kJ/K 

Awin area of the direct-gain windows, m2 
SHGCwin solar gain coefficient of the direct-gain windows which based on Chinese design standards 

G direct gain from the glass panels of windows, W/m2 

 building’s total heat-gain at time j, kJ 

ks heat transfer coefficient of an external envelope component, W/(m2•K) 
As area of a wall component, m2 
n infiltration rate of indoor space, h-1 

ρa density of indoor air, kg/m3 

Ca heat specific of indoor air, kJ/(kg·K) 
Va volume of indoor space, m3 

 outdoor air temperature at time j, K 

 indoor air temperature at time j, K 

ρs density of an indoor-side layer of an opaque envelope component, kg/m3 

Cs specific heat, kJ/(kg·K) 
δs depth of effective heat capacity layer, m 
τ time period, s 
λs thermal conductivity coefficient of indoor-side layer of envelope component, W/(m·K) 

 building total heat-storage or heat-loss at time j, kJ 

Ts average temperature of the inside layer, K 
ΔTio indoor-outdoor average temperature difference of the free-running building, K 
αio ratio of indoor and outdoor daily temperature amplitude 

 heat variation of indoor air from time j-1 to time j, kJ 

 total heat-loss, kJ 

 total heat-storage or heat-loss, kJ 

hc coefficient of convective heat transfer, W/(m2·K) 
n infiltration rate 
g total ratio of solar radiation of the transparent area of a door and a window 
Ag area of the transparent part of a door and a window, m2 

ηs solar radiation absorption coefficient of non-transparent parts in doors and windows 

knon-tr heat transfer coefficient of the non-transparent parts of doors and windows, W/(m2•K) 
he convective heat transfer coefficient of outer surfaces, W/(m2•K) 
Af area of the non-transparent part of doors and windows, m2 

 correction coefficient considered linear heat loss through thermal bridges 

kd heat transfer coefficient of the ground floor, W/(m2•K) 
Ad area of the ground floor, m2 

HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
 
Subscripts 

j      time interval sequence number 
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1. Introduction 

Free-running temperature is the indoor temperature of a building running without a HVAC (Heating, 

Ventilation and Air Conditioning) system [1-5]. Ensuring satisfactory free-running temperatures to achieve a 

desired indoor thermal performance via well-designed building envelopes in a concept design is an essential 

procedure and a common approach for sustainable building design [6,7]. The thermal performance of 

building envelopes has also a significant impact on the energy consumption of a building [8]. However, 

most thermal performance prediction methods with many complex formulas of calculating thermal 

performance of individual envelope components or a whole building are too complicated for architects in a 

conceptual design [9-11]. The most existing calculation methods of envelope thermal parameters and the 

existing evaluation methods of dynamic building thermal performance primarily reply on complex 

simulation tools such as EnergyPlus, eQUEST, DeST etc., with very detailed thermal conductivity 

information of building envelop components [12-14]. They are too complex for a conceptual design 

[15-18].  

Therefore, an easy-to-use method for thermal performance prediction in the conceptual design stage is 

demanded [9,17], which should be able to explain building physical phenomena properly, and to present 

optimal solutions [13]. Several simplified building thermal models have been developed so far [3,17,19,20]. 

It is common to adopt combined thermal indexes to present some specific building thermal characteristics, 

such as a total heat loss coefficient and a total effective heat capacity. These combined thermal indexes can 

represent the thermal characteristics of a building, and also can be easily understood by both architects and 

engineers [3]. However, very few of these methods can analyze the whole building dynamic thermal 

processes with these combined indexes and simple corresponding calculation methods. For example, the 

steady prediction model only uses a total heat-gain Gto and a total heat loss coefficient Kto to calculate a 
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building static thermal process; and the quasi-steady prediction model mainly are based on a combined 

thermal index or a simplified model which can calculate dynamic heat storage, including total effective heat 

capacity, thermal time constant [3,20]. This study aims to develop an easy-to-use prediction method based 

on three combined thermal indexes (a total heat-gain Gto, which present the heat-gain performance of an 

overall building envelope; a total heat-loss coefficient Kto, which present the heat-isolation performance of 

an overall building envelope; a total effective heat capacity Sto, which present the heat capacity 

performance of an overall building envelope). Furthermore, this method can accurately predict the hourly 

free-running temperatures of a designed building. 

Usually, the methods of a static building thermal process based on Gto and Kto are simple and easy-to-use in 

the conceptual design stage [3]. Nevertheless, although the quasi-steady algorithm of the dynamic thermal 

behavior of thermal mass based on Sto is suitable for conceptual design, the precise prediction of Sto must 

rely on the detailed simulation tools or elaborate algorithms [20-22], which is too complicated in the 

conceptual design stage [9]. Therefore, a simple and precise solution for Sto, needs to be developed in this 

study.  

The simplified prediction method can also establish the precise interrelationships between the free-running 

temperature indicators and the three combined thermal indexes. This can help designers to understand the 

thermal characteristics of building envelopes, and their impacts on free-running temperatures. Previous 

sensitivity analysis studies had already been carried out by using some detailed simulation tools to 

investigate interrelationships between thermal design parameters of an envelope and an overall building 

energy performance index. This has been proven as an effective way to guide thermal design and to support 

thermal design decision-making procedures [23,24]. However, some non-linear interactions and 

distinctions of physical-dimensions among numerous scattered design parameters will limit a 
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multiple-factor sensitivity analysis [25]. This study attempted to apply a set of combined thermal indexes 

with a unified dimension in the sensitivity analysis to investigate the multiple-factor effect. In addition, the 

interrelationships between three combined thermal indexes and free-running temperatures can not only 

demonstrate the formulas of a building thermal design, but also provide with a simple prediction on the 

thermal parameters of an envelope according to the desired free-running temperatures. 

 

2. Research methods 

This study uses three combined indexes (a total heat-gain Gto, a total heat-loss coefficient Kto, and a total 

effective heat capacity Sto) and the relevant and simplified formulas to create a quasi-steady thermal process, 

which could predict hourly free-running temperatures. Based on a building heat balance analysis, the 

quasi-steady approach is often used in some simplified building thermal methods to predict the dynamic 

cooling or heating load [20-22]. The quasi-steady method considers the heat conductivity between the 

interior layer and the exterior layer of a building envelope component as a steady process, and the heat 

storage of interior thermal mass as a quasi-steady process. The heat storage usually can be calculated with a 

combined index, such as Sto [22]. The accuracy of the quasi-steady model relies on the accuracy of the 

combined index, which can be worked out with a detailed simulation tool or with elaborate algorithms 

manually [20,21,26].  

In order to precisely and easily obtain Sto in a conceptual design, the study applies concept about the 

surface effective heat capacity layer [20], and the formula based on a periodic penetration depth to calculate 

the depth of the surface effective heat capacity layer of an envelope [26]. This surface effective heat 

capacity layer principle demonstrates that only a very thin interior layer of a wall has effect on indoor 

thermal stability. The periodic penetration depth, where the amplitude of a periodic heat wave decreases to 
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1/e, is a semi-empirical definition, which describes the rapid attenuation phenomenon of a periodic heat 

wave through a wall [20,26,27]. Because of this, the calculation for an effective heat capacity Sto can be 

done easily in a conceptual design. 

The following three combined indexes were used in the quasi-steady model:  

• a total solar heat-gain index Gto (W), 

• a total heat-loss index Kto (W/K) [3],  

• a total effective heat-capacity index Sto (kJ/K) [20-22].  

The associated calculation methods of the three combined thermal indexes are defined below. 

A total solar heat-gain index Gto (W) can be calculated using the formula (1), since solar radiation is 

considered as a main heating source in the conceptual design stage. The formula (2) was used to calculate 

the SHGCwin of the formula (1). Thus, the value of Gto (W) can be used to evaluate the heat-gain 

performance of an envelope component. 

to win winG A SHGC G=                                            (1) 

non tr
g s f

e
win

w

k
g A A

h
SHGC

A

η −× + × ×
=
∑ ∑

                       (2) 

where Awin (m
2) is the area of direct-gain windows; SHGCwin is the solar gain coefficient of direct-gain 

windows which are based on the Chinese design code, and G (W/m2) is the direct gain from the glass 

panels of windows; g is the total ratio of solar radiation of the transparent area of a door and a window; Ag 

(m2) is the area of the transparent part of a door and a window; ηs is the solar radiation absorption 

coefficient of non-transparent parts in doors and windows; knon-tr [W/(m2•K)] is the heat transfer coefficient 

of the non-transparent parts of doors and windows; he [W/(m2•K)] is convective heat transfer coefficient of 

outer surfaces; Af (m
2) is the area of the non-transparent part of doors and windows. 
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The total heat-loss index Kto (W/K) can be calculated using the formula (3). The total heat-loss via the 

insulation and infiltration characteristics of an envelope were considered in the formula (3). Thus, the value 

of Kto (W/K) could be used to evaluate the heat-isolation performance of an envelope. 

a a a
to s s

ρ C
( )

3.6d d

n V
K k A k Aφ= + +∑                              (3) 

where ks (W/(m2•K)) is the heat transfer coefficient of an external envelope component; φ  is the 

correction coefficient considered linear heat loss through thermal bridges, As (m
2) is the area of a wall 

component; kd (W/(m2•K)) is the heat transfer coefficient of the ground floor; Ad (m
2) is the area of the 

ground floor; n (h-1) is the infiltration rate of indoor space; ρa (kg/m3) is the density of indoor air; Ca 

(kJ/(kg·K)) is the specific heat of indoor air; and Va (m
3) is the volume of indoor space. 

The total effective heat capacity index Sto (kJ/K) can be calculated with formula (4) [22]. Sto (kJ/K) is the 

total effective heat capacity of those opaque components of an envelope. The formula (5) was used to 

calculate the δs (m) of the formula (4). 

to s s s s s s s sS C A A C
τρ δ ρ λ
π

= ≈∑ ∑                                 (4) 

s

s s
s C

λτδ
π ρ

=                                              (5) 

where ρs (kg/m3) is the density of an indoor-side layer of an opaque envelope component; Cs (kJ/(kg·K)) is 

specific heat; and δs (m) is the depth of effective heat capacity layer which can be semi-experimentally 

calculated by the periodic penetration depth formula [26]; τ (s) is a time period, which is set as 3600s 

interval since a prediction time interval of one hour was used in this study, and λs (W/(m·K)) is thermal 

conductivity coefficient of indoor-side layer of envelope component.  

 

This quasi-steady method has also been validated with two different methods. The first one is to make a 
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comparison of the predicted results from the quasi-steady model and the simulation outcomes of the 

EnergyPlus - a detailed thermal process prediction software. The second validation is based on the 

measured data on site. The first validation adopts two BESTEST (building energy simulation test) buildings, 

which are usually used as the standard test buildings for building energy analysis with computer programs 

or algorithms, one test building with light-weight envelope materials and another with heavy weight 

materials [28]. The hourly free-running temperatures of the two BESTEST buildings were simulated by 

EnergyPlus with the annual weather data of Denver, Colorado. Meanwhile, another validation is based on 

the measured historical data of two free-running experimental buildings over a month in Dalian, Liaoning. 

Furthermore, in order to investigate the interrelation between thermal characteristics of an envelope 

(heat-gain performance, heat-isolation performance, and heat storage performance) and overall building 

thermal performance based on free-running temperatures, the study analyzes the interrelation between the 

three combined indexes (Gto, Kto, and Sto) and two overall thermal performance indicators (the temperature 

difference between interior and exterior ΔTio, and a ratio of the daily range between the interior and exterior 

αio) by the sensitivity analysis method. The physical meanings of the five sensitivity analyses are shown in 

Figure 1. Compared to the previous sensitivity analysis studies with numerous analysis parameters, this 

study only used three combined thermal indexes on the same physical-dimensions to avoid non-linear 

interactions in a multiple-factor analysis [24,25], and greatly reduced the workload and complexity. In 

addition, the interrelations between the five sensitivity analysis indexes and macroscopic physical meaning 

can also reveal an overview thermal performance of an envelope component and a whole building. 
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Figure 1 The sensitivity analysis indexes 

 

3. A simple quasi-steady method to predict free-running temperature 

3.1. Modeling approach for the free-running temperature Prediction 

Based on three combined thermal indexes and the associated quasi-steady calculation methods, the formula 

of free-running temperature can be developed based on the heat balance of indoor air. The heat-balance 

equation can be expressed as: 

a s g 0j j j j
lQ Q Q Q+ + + =                                        (6) 

where a
jQ  (kJ) is the heat variation of indoor air from time j-1 to time j; j

lQ  (kJ) is the total heat-loss; 

s
jQ  (kJ) is the total heat-storage or heat-loss, and g

jQ  (kJ) is the total heat-gain. In the formula (6), jlQ  

(kJ), s
jQ  (kJ), and g

jQ  (kJ) can be separately calculated using the formula (7), (8), and (9). In addition, 

a
jQ  (kJ) can be calculated with the formula (10) according to its definition. 

A building total heat storage or heat-loss 
j

lQ  (kJ) at time j can be figured out with the formula (7) based 

on a Kto (W/K), 

( )to o a3.6j j j
lQ K T T= −                                     (7) 

where o
jT  (K) is the outdoor air temperature at time j and a

jT  (K) is the indoor air temperature at time j. 

A building total heat-storage or heat-loss s
jQ  (kJ) at time j can be calculated with the formula (8) based on 

Sto (kJ/K). This means that the heat transferring process between the inside layer of a wall and the indoor air 

has reached a balance point, i.e. the average temperature of the inside layer, Ts (K) is equal to the indoor air 

temperature Ta (K). 

( )1
s to
j j j

a sQ S T T −= −                                          (8) 

where 
-1

s
jT  (K) is the average temperature of the indoor-side layer of the component at time j-1. 

A building’s total heat-gain g
jQ  (kJ) at time j can be calculated with the formula (9) based on a Gto (W), 
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g to3.6j jQ G=                                              (9) 

where 3.6 is the coefficient that converts the dimension from W to kJ (1 kJ = 3600 s×1 W/1000), j is the 

time interval sequence number, and the prediction time interval is set as one hour in this study. 

A heat variation of indoor air a
jQ  (kJ) can be calculated with the formula (10) based on its definition.  

( )1
a a a a a aρ Cj j jQ V T T −= −                                         (10) 

Input the outcomes from formula (7), (8), (9), and (10) into formula (6), the prediction of an indoor air 

temperature at time j can be worked out with the formula (11) below: 

1 1
to o a a a a to s to

a
to a a a to

3.6 ρ C V +3.6

3.6 ρ C V

j j j j
j K T T S T G

T
K S

− −− +=
− +

                        (11) 

The formula (11) includes two unknown variables, a
jT  and 

-1
s

jT . In order to work out the indoor air 

temperature and the internal surface average temperature of an envelope, another heat-balance formula (12) 

was developed, which considers the heat conducting process between an effective heat capacity layer and 

an indoor air temperature, and is expressed as: 

( ) ( )1
to s s s c a s=3.6 h -j j j jS T T A T T−−                                (12) 

where hc (W/(m2·K)) is the coefficient of convective heat transfer, which is approximately set to 3.08 for 

free-running building [29-31]. The formula (12) can be transformed to the formula (13) which describes the 

internal surface average temperature of an envelope: 

1
to s s c a

s
to s c

+3.6 h

+3.6 h

j j
j S T A T

T
S A

−

=                                         (13) 

Finally, the free-running temperature and the internal surface average temperature can be iteratively 

calculated with the formulas (11) and (13). 
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3.2. Application scope of the quasi-steady model 

The procedure for predicting free-running temperatures with the formula (11) and (13) only requires 

outdoor weather data, major building dimensions, and the thermal design data sets of envelopes, which are 

shown in Figure 2. The three combined thermal indexes could be rapidly determined according to hourly 

weather data (hourly solar radiation Gj), building dimensions (window area Awin, other opaque component 

area As, and indoor space volume Va), and the building thermal design codes (heat transfer coefficient ks, 

infiltration rate n, thermophysical parameters of building materials ρs, Cs, and λs). Substituting of the initial 

temperature, boundary condition, and three combined indexes into the iterative formulas (11) and (13) can 

predict hourly free-running temperatures and internal surface average temperatures. The iterative formulas 

can be run in Excel easily and the results can be presented in a chart. 

 
Figure 2 The prediction procedure of free-running temperature using the quasi-steady model 

 

The prediction procedure indicates that this quasi-steady model does not require the detailed configurations 

of an envelope. In addition, a serials of parameters with clear physical meaning are easily obtained, and the 

iterative computation with an Excel chart can be checked quickly and easily. Thus, this quasi-steady model 

can be easily handled in the conceptual design stage of a building project, which requires a simplified 

model to dynamically evaluate the overall thermal performance of a conceptual design with limited 
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information. 

3.3. Validation of the model 

In order to validate this quasi-steady method, a simulation was carried out with EnergyPlus, and an 

experimental case study with the measured data was also conducted. In the simulation, two BESTEST 

buildings (one with light-weight envelops, and another with heavy-weight) were adopted as the test 

buildings. The hourly free-running temperatures of the two BESTEST buildings are predicted in 

EnergyPlus with the annual weather data of Denver, Colorado. Meanwhile, the one-month measured 

temperatures from two free-running experimental buildings in Dalian, China were used in the experimental 

validation. The following sections give the details of the two validations. 

3.3.1. Comparison validation 

The Figure 3 shows the dimensions of the BESTEST buildings. 

 
Figure 3 Dimensions of the BESTEST building. 

The detailed envelope configuration and the thermal conductivity parameters of the envelopes of the two 

BESTEST buildings are given in Table 1, and the infiltration rate of both buildings was set as 0.5 h-1. 

 

Table 1 The envelope configuration and envelope thermal parameters of the two BESTEST buildings (XPS 

- Extruded polystyrene, MW - mineral wool, UF - urea formaldehyde). 

Buildings Envelope 
Configuration 

(mm) 

ks 

W/(m2•K) 

Ss 

kJ/K 

Light 

weight 

Wall Gypsum board (13) +XPS (128) + metallic cladding (6) 0.50 744 

Roof Gypsum board (13) + air gap (200) + MW glass wool (251) + asphalt (10) 0.39 561 
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Floor Wooden floor (30) + screed (70) + concrete (100) + UF Foam (239) 0.46 533 

Windows Double glazing timber frame window (SHGC=0.56) 2.71 0 

Heavy 

weight 

Wall Concrete block (100) + XPS (118) + solid brick (100) 0.50 1806 

Roof Gypsum board (13) + air gap (200) + MW glass wool (251) + asphalt (10) 0.39 561 

Floor Wooden floor (30) + screed (70) + concrete (100) + UF Foam (239) 0.46 533 

Windows Double glazing timber frame window (SHGC=0.56) 2.71 0 

 

The EnergyPlus simulation results based on the building dimensions (Figure 3) and the building envelop 

configuration (Table 1) are presented in the Figure 4a and 4b. In this simulation, the time interval within 

every hour was set as 10 minutes; the solar distribution was chosen as the full exterior; the solution 

algorithm was chosen as the CTF; the inside and outdoor convection algorithm were respectively chosen as 

the TARP algorithm and the DOE-2 algorithm. On the other hand, the combined thermal indexes Kto (W/K) 

and Sto (kJ/K) are obtained from the building dimensions (Figure 3) and the building envelop materials 

(Table 1). The 
to
jG  (W) data are from EnergyPlus calculation file since the hourly solar radiation on the 

vertical windows panel is absent in the weather file. Then, the initial temperatures are based on the 

EnergyPlus results, the hourly outdoor temperature in Denver, the 
to
jG  (W), Kto (W/K), and Sto (kJ/K) were 

substituted into the formula (11) and (13). This allowed the hourly free-running temperature over a year to 

be calculated by this quasi-steady model, as shown in Figure 4. It shows that the variation tendency of the 

hourly free-running temperatures predicted by the EnergyPlus and this quasi-steady model is very similar 

to each other. In addition, the SD (Standard Deviation) error bars show that the dispersion degree of the 

results predicted by this quasi-steady method and EnergyPlus is also very close, although the distribution 

ranges of the hourly free-running temperatures predicted by this quasi-steady model is slightly lower than 

EnergyPlus. 
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a. BESTEST building with light-weight envelops 

 
b. BESTEST building with heavy-weight envelops  

Figure 4 The hourly predicted free-running temperature for the BESTEST buildings over a year 

 

Further comparison of the results was carried out to analyze the accuracy of this quasi-steady model. In 

addition to the hourly free-running temperature, the absolute prediction errors of the daily average, the 

daily maximum temperatures, and the daily minimum temperatures of the two test buildings were also 

analyzed (Figure 5). This is because they are crucial design indicators for a free-running building [32]. The 

Figure 5 shows that the SD error bars and the quartiles of the absolute prediction error between this 

quasi-steady method and EnergyPlus. The error analysis indicates that the mean absolute prediction errors 

of the four indicators of the two BESTEST buildings are ranged from 2.3 oC - 3.8 oC. Additionally, 

although the maximum error can reach 4.3 oC - 6.5 oC at the extreme conditions, the main distributions of 

the errors are still converged in the mean value. 
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Figure 5 The absolute prediction errors of free-running temperatures between the quasi-steady model and 

EnergyPlus 

 

3.3.2. Empiricism validation 

The two experimental buildings were located in Dalian and were both south-facing. The photos and the 

dimensions of the two buildings are shown in Figure 6. The Building A has a heavy-weight envelope, 

whereas the Building B has a light-weight envelope. 

    
a. Building A 

    

b. Building B 

Figure 6 Photos and dimensions of the two experimental buildings. 

The detailed configurations and thermal parameters of the envelopes are listed in Table 2, and the 

infiltration rate (measured using the CO2 decay method) of the heavy-weight Building A is 1.6 h-1, and that 

of the light-weight Building B is 0.6 h-1. 

Table 2 The envelope configuration and envelope thermal performance of the two experimental buildings. 
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Building Envelope 
Configuration 

mm 

ks 

W/(m2•K) 

Ss 

kJ/K 

A 

South wall Concrete (200) + XPS (150) + cement mortar (15) 0.25 369 

Other walls Air brick (200) + XPS (150) + cement mortar (15) 0.23 359 

Roof Concrete (200) + air gap (200) + XPS (150) 0.08 592 

Floor Wooden floor (20) + screed (10) + concrete (50) + XPS (40) 0.57 76 

Window Double glazing plastic steel window (SHGC=0.55) 2.64 0 

Door Wooden door 2.64 0 

B 

Wall Polystyrene (100) + air gap (80) + polystyrene (100) 0.20 61 

Roof Polystyrene (100) + air gap (80) + polystyrene (100) 0.20 15 

Floor 
Plank (20) + air gap (80) + polystyrene (100) + air gap (500) + 

ground 
0.32 102 

Door & Windows Triple glazing plastic steel window (SHGC=0.51) 2.27 0 

This study adopts the measured data (672 hours) of the Building A in February 2014, and the measured data 

(672 hours) of Building B in February 2015. During the measurements, the indoor temperatures were 

recorded hourly by a hygrothermograph (accuracy ≤±0.3°C) located at the middle of the buildings, and 

the outdoor weather data were recorded by two local weather stations (accuracies of ≤±0.4°C for the air 

temperature and ≤5% for the solar radiation). The measured data are shown in Figure 7. It can be seen 

from Figure 7 that free-running temperatures have a greater correlation with solar radiation and outdoor 

temperature. In this paper, Pearson’s R (Pearson correlation coefficient) is used to obtain the association 

between free-running temperature, solar radiation and outdoor temperature: 0.518 and 0.515 in Building A; 

0.811 and 0.525 in Building B. 

 

a. Building A 
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b. Building B 

Figure 7 Relation between solar radiation and temperature in the test buildings. 

 

According to the dimensions in Figure 6 and the envelope thermal parameters in Table 2, the combined 

thermal indexes Kto (W/K) and Sto (kJ/K) can be obtained. 
to
jG  (W) can be obtained from the hourly 

measured solar radiation on the window plane and the window dimensions. Then, the initial temperatures 

based on the measurement, the hourly measured outdoor temperature, 
to
jG  (W), Kto (W/K), and Sto (kJ/K) 

are substituted into the Equations (11) and (13) to predict the hourly free-running temperatures. The results 

shown in Figure 8 demonstrate that the variation tendency of the hourly predicted free-running 

temperatures is almost consistent with the measured values. In addition, the SD (Standard Deviation) error 

bars also show that the dispersion degree of the predicted results is in good agreement with the measured 

results. 
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a. free-running temperature of Building A            b. free-running temperature of Building B 

    

c. SD error bar for the result of Building A               d. SD error bar for the result of Building B 

Figure 8 Hourly measured and predicted free-running temperature of the two experimental buildings. 

 

To analyze the accuracy of this quasi-steady model, the prediction results were further compared with the 

Figure 9. The SD error bar (the ratio of SD is amplified to 1.2 to avoid overlapping the quartiles) and the 

quartiles of the absolute prediction error lie between this quasi-steady model and measured data. It 

indicates that the mean absolute prediction error of the four free-running temperatures of Building A ranged 

between 1.4 oC and 1.8 oC, while they range from 0.4 oC to 4.3 oC for Building B. The predicted daily 

maximum temperatures for Building B contain greater errors. This due to the lower heat capacity of the 

light-weight envelope with higher heat-gain intensities. Although the maximum error reached 0.8 oC - 6.6 

oC at some extreme points, the main error distributions converge around the mean value. 
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Figure 9 The absolute prediction errors of the free-running temperatures between the quasi-steady model 

and the measured data 

 

As a result, although the large prediction errors occur at some times in the test, this quasi-steady model can 

still meet the accuracy requirements for a conceptual design. The accuracy is not required as precise as in 

the detailed design [9,13]. This method mainly focuses on the prediction of the variation tendency of hourly 

free-running temperatures. 

 

4. Simplified thermal design guideline and decision-making charts 

This quasi-steady method actually builds a correlation between the three combined thermal indexes and the 

free-running temperature. If a sensitivity analysis could establish an interrelationship between the combined 

thermal indexes and the overall thermal performance indicator based on free-running temperatures, the 

quantitative thermal performance of a whole building envelope including external walls, windows, ground 

floor and roof, can be figured out. According to those functional relationships, a thermal design guideline 

can also be developed as a design decision-making tool. 

4.1. Sensitivity analysis methods 

Firstly, the variables of Gto (W), Kto (W/K) and Sto (kJ/K) were obtained from a conceptual design. The 

value of Gto (W) is ranged by the GR (Glazing Ratio). The value of Kto (W/K) is ranged by the different 
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levels of building energy-efficiency design codes [33,34]. And the value of Sto (kJ/K) is ranged by the 

thermal attributes of different construction materials given in the building thermal design codes [35]. 

Secondly, this quasi-steady method will be used to calculate the values of ΔTio (K) and αio. The computation 

is based on the hourly weather data of a typical day. It uses the hourly outdoor temperatures and the hourly 

solar radiations at average levels during heating/cooling seasons to calculate ΔTio (K), and also adopts the 

hourly outdoor temperatures of a maximum daily difference and the hourly solar radiation at the maximum 

level during heating/cooling seasons to calculate αio. Finally, the interrelationships between the three 

combined thermal indexes (Gto, Kto, Sto) and the two overall thermal performance indicators (ΔTio, αio) 

could be obtained by a function fitting procedure. The sensitivity analysis procedure is shown in Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10 The sensitivity analysis procedure 

 

4.2. Results & discussions 

The results that are shown in the Figure 11 demonstrates the interrelationships between the three combined 

thermal indexes and the two overall thermal performance indicators. The computation uses the dimensions 

of the test Building A (Figure 6) and the hourly weather data of a typical day in Dalian, China. The analysis 
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shows that ΔTio is not sensitive to Sto as it shows in Figure 11.a, but has non-linear decreasing with Kto 

(Figure 11.b), and linear growth with Gto (Figure 11.c). The results also indicate that the αio was sensitive to 

Gto, Kto and Sto, as non-linear decreasing with Sto (Figure 11.d), and linear growth with Gto (Figure 11.f). In 

addition, it also shows that αio linearly decreases with Kto when Sto = 250 kJ/K, but is not sensitive to Kto 

when Sto≥500 kJ/K (Figure 11.e).  

 

Figure 11 The relationships between the combined thermal characteristic indexes (Gto, Kto, and Sto) and the 

overall thermal performance indicators (ΔTio and αio). The Gto (W) used in the sensitivity analysis is the 

daily average value 

 

The interrelationship between ΔTio and Sto reveals that the heat-storage effect of an average free-running 

temperature can be ignored. The interrelationships between ΔTio, Kto, and Gto demonstrate that better 

heat-isolation and heat-gain performance give better performance of an average free-running temperature. 

It also significantly increases when the heat-isolation characteristic is sufficient. The interrelationship 

between αio and Sto indicates that better heat-storage gives much better heat stability in a conceptual design, 
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but the effect will change when the heat-storage performance is over a certain level. The interrelationships 

between αio, Sto, and Kto reveal that worse heat-isolation performance results in better heat stability when 

the heat-storage performance is small, but such effect can be ignored since the heat-storage is large enough. 

Additionally, the interrelationships between αio, Sto, and Gto also reveal that worse heat-gain will increase the 

heat stability, and a decay of the effect is identified when the heat-storage performance is increasing. 

The above analysis demonstrates that the quasi-steady method makes it possible to analyze the 

interrelationship between free-running temperatures and the three combined thermal indexes. At present, 

the existing analytical methods only couple two or three of the above indicators [36-39], which cannot 

achieve a more accurate prediction of building thermal performance. Therefore, this requires architects to 

apply energy consumption simulation tools and building design tools. In fact, this is very difficult for 

architects. In order to achieve cooperative design, there have been researchers to develop integrated tools 

for both building design and energy consumption simulation [40,41]. 

4.3. Decision-making charts based on the three combined thermal characteristic indexes 

4.3.1. Decision-making charts 

Once the major building dimensions, the meteorological data of the building site, and free-running design 

temperatures of a conceptual design are obtained, the design decision-making charts of the three combined 

thermal indexes can be generated according to the interrelationships presented in the sensitivity analysis. 

Based on the functional relationships of (ΔTio, Kto, Gto) in the Function Filling stage of the sensitivity 

analysis procedure in Figure 10 (Sto is ignored as it is static to ΔTio), the decision-making chart (Figure 12.a) 

of Kto (W/K) and Gto (W) is generated with the same procedures of the sensitivity analysis in Figure 10. The 

design data ranges of Kto (W/K) and Gto (W) on the coordinate axis were derived from the glazing ratio and 
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the thermal parameters limited by the design codes. Therefore, if the desired ΔTio (K) is known, the 

corresponding variables of Kto (W/K) and Gto (W) can be easily found in the chart. For example, if the 

designed average free-running temperature is set as 18 oC, the designed average outdoor temperature is -3.3 

oC during the heating seasons in Dalian, and the desired ΔTio is 21.3 oC, then the coordinated values of the 

intersections in Figure 12.a present that the desired solution sets of Kto (W/K) and Gto (W). 

 

  
a. The decision-making chart of Gto (W) & Kto (W/K)    b. The decision-making chart of Sto (kJ/K) 

Figure 12 The design decision-making charts of Gto (W), Kto (W/K), and Sto (kJ/K) 

 

After Kto (W/K) and Gto (W) are determined, the decision-making chart (Figure 12.b) of Sto (kJ/K) is 

generated by using f (αio, Sto) (Figure 11.d), with the same procedure of the sensitivity analysis in Figure 10. 

Sto (W/K) on the coordinate axis is ranged from the light-weight materials to the heavy-weight materials 

recommended in the Chinese thermal design code [35]. Therefore, if a desired αio is known, the 

corresponding Sto (W/K) can be determined. For example, if the designed free-running temperature 

amplitude is set as 6 oC; the maximum outdoor temperature amplitude is 12.1 oC during the heating seasons 

in Dalian, and the desired αio is 0.5, then the coordinate value of the intersections in Figure 12.b is the 

desired value of Sto (W/K). 
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4.3.2. The chart validation 

The measured data of the two experimental buildings in Figure 5 were used to validate the decision-making 

charts. According to the building dimensions and the envelope thermal parameters in Table 2, the three 

combined thermal indexes of the two case-study buildings and the BESTEST buildings were calculated, 

and listed in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 The three combined thermal characteristic indexes 

Building Kto(W/K) Sto(kJ/K) Gto(W) 

A 35.9 1350 143 

B 33.6 157 237 

BESTEST (light mass) 86.5 1839 411 

BESTEST (heavy mass) 86.5 2900 411 

 

The designed values for the two experimental buildings can come from the decision-making charts (Figure 

12) directly. The average outdoor temperature in the test period was -1.6 oC, and the daily maximum 

amplitude of outdoor temperature during this measurement was 10.8 oC, as shown in Figure 7. The 

designed and measured ΔTio (K) and αio are both given in Table 4, which shows that the design error of ΔTio 

(K) for Building A is 0.5 °C (=4.0-3.5), while for Building B it is 2.3 °C (=9.6-7.3). It also indicates that the 

design error of αio for Building A is 0.1 (=0.5-0.4), while for Building B it is 0.3 (=3.8-3.5). In addition, the 

design indicators of overall building thermal performance were calculated for the BESTEST buildings. The 

results (Table 4) showed that the αio in the two buildings are mainly caused by Sto. 

 

Table 4 The design and measured indicators of overall building thermal performance 

Index 
Experimental Building A Experimental Building B 

BESTEST 

(light weight) 

BESTEST 

(heavy weight) 

Design Measured Design Measured Design Design 

∆Tio (
oC) 4.0 3.5 9.6 7.3 11.7 11.7 

αio ≤0.4 ≤0.5 ≤3.8 ≤3.5 0.3 0.2 
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By checking with these decision-making charts, architect can quickly acquire the design indicators of an 

overall building thermal performance. However, for different climate and building sizes, the 

decision-making charts may need to be adjusted. The method of obtaining the decision-making charts can 

be developed into a software in the future. When architects input basic building information and weather 

data in a concept design, the software could quickly obtain three characteristic parameters and 

decision-making charts for architects to determine if their designs are good enough or not in terms of 

energy efficiency. The two decision-making charts developed in this research are suitable for quickly 

determining the thermal performance parameters of a building envelope with basic design information and 

indoor human comfort targets. Additionally, this method is not only a handy method for architects to predict 

the thermal performance of their conceptual design, but also presents a unique and reverse approach for the 

energy performance prediction by setting up a human comfort target first, and then determining the 

building envelop materials in a conceptual design.  

 

5. Conclusions 

This study has developed a unique and simplified quasi-steady method based on free-running temperatures, 

which can be used as an easy and alterative means by architects and designers in the conceptual design 

stage of a building project to assess an integrated building energy efficiency performance. The comparison 

between this quasi-steady method and the conventional simulation demonstrates that this quasi-steady 

method can easily predict if a design can achieve the targeted human-comfort based on the free-running 

temperatures which are worked out with the building envelope structures. This method can easily predict 

the free-running temperatures of a designed building and generate two decision-making charts of thermal 
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design parameters. The major differences from the existing thermal prediction methods and tools can be 

addressed as below: 

1. The quasi-steady method requests relatively much less information or parameters (only the structural 

parameters of building envelopes and building dimensions) rather than a whole design model 

requested in some thermal performance analysis software. 

2. This quasi-steady method enables a quick prediction of the thermal performance with MS Excel for a 

conceptual design, rather than a complex function programming usually requested in those methods 

with software tools. 

3. This research develops a unique method that is based on three simplified and combined indexes (Gto, 

Kto, and Sto) and the interrelationships with two integrated thermal performance indicators (ΔTio, and 

αio) of a building, and generates two thermal performance prediction charts which enables architects to 

predict the thermal performance of their design in the conceptual design stage. 

As mentioned in discussion, this theoretical and experimental study can be further developed as a software 

with convenient user interfaces, which can be easily manipulated by practical architects and building 

engineers. The method can be applied in the early design stage, such as design briefing and conceptual 

design to notify the clients the possible building envelope materials which could be chosen. This will also 

give more accurate implication on the costs of the building at the early design stage. However, the 

following limitations of the study should also be noted. Firstly, it needs to be validated and adjusted with 

the weather data and different building envelops in different cities in China. Secondly, other possible 

factors may be considered in this quasi-steady method in future to promote the prediction precision of 

conceptual thermal designs, such as the design of passive heating and cooling systems, and passive control 

strategies. Thirdly, this method also has to be further tested, adjusted and improved with different types and 

complexities of buildings.  
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Highlights 

1. A quasi-steady method is developed to predict hourly free-running temperatures. 

2. The quasi-steady method was validated by BESTEST buildings and two test buildings. 

3. The connection of these thermal indexes is established via a sensitivity analysis.  

4. The two decision-making charts for a conceptual design are generated. 

5. It’s a unique and simplified prediction of thermal performance for a conceptual design. 
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